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Chapter 7
Technologies for Quantifying Sleep: 
Improved Quality of Life or  
Overwhelming Gadgets?

Sirinthip Roomkham, Bernd Ploderer, Simon Smith, and Dimitri Perrin

 The Importance of Sleep

Sleep is, broadly, a recuperative and restorative process. As behavior, it is character-
ized by reduced activity, withdrawal, quiescence, and reduced responsiveness. Put 
simply, humans typically tend to move to a designated sleep space (such as a bed), 
lie down, close their eyes and lie still. Sleep is also a very complex neurophysiologi-
cal process, of which only some features can be readily observed or measured [1], 
with associated complex changes in physiology, including reduced respiration and 
heart rate, changes in heart-rate variability, cyclical changes in muscle tone, 
amongst others.

Humans are regarded as diurnal (day active) animals, and as adults they tend to 
achieve their major sleep episode during the night-time hours. This timing of sleep 
is largely governed by circadian processes, and particularly by the evening expres-
sion of the hormone melatonin, together with a ‘homeostatic’ increase in the likeli-
hood of sleep, the longer a person is awake. These two processes ideally function to 
promote regular, consistent, and sufficient sleep. However, the achievement of good 
sleep also depends on opportunity and environment. In the contemporary context, 
sleep is often disrupted by choice or by externalities. These can include preferences 
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around work, study, or leisure hours (including engagement in social media, gaming 
and other device use), education demands, the presence of illness and pain, stress 
and worry, environmental factors including noise and extremes of temperature, nat-
ural and other disasters, and the suppression of melatonin expression by artifi-
cial light.

While there is robust debate around the idea of an ‘epidemic of sleeplessness’ 
[2], many people are not getting sufficient sleep. Current evidence-based recom-
mendations for sleep duration [3] suggest that 7 or more hours of sleep is required 
by most adults, and that more than 9 hours might be needed by young adults. In 
contrast, the US Centres for Disease Control report that 30–40% of people habitu-
ally achieve fewer than 7 hours of sleep [4], defined as short sleep duration, with 
almost 70% of high school students sleeping fewer than 8 hours [5]. Although nor-
mal sleep duration can vary between individuals, sleep restricted to less than 6 hours 
per night has been associated with significant impairments in cognitive perfor-
mance, vigilance, and affect [6].

The effects of sleep loss can be seen very acutely. For example, sleep restricted 
by just a few hours can be observed in objective performance the next day [7, 8]. 
However, sleep loss can also accumulate over nights, so that an hour less sleep each 
night over a week may be equivalent in effect to a full night of sleep deprivation. 
The impact of chronic partial sleep restriction may not be observed immediately, but 
may be seen many years later through increased health and mental health problems 
[9]. This possibility has been raised by data showing strong links between involve-
ment in shift work and later long-term health consequences. This means that sleep 
needs to be understood across timescales ranging from a single night to decades, 
and the nature, level, and intensity of measurement needs to reflect those timescales.

The two most common sleep disorders are insomnia and Obstructive Sleep 
Apnoea (OSA). It is possible that as many as a billion adults globally have 
Obstructive Sleep Apnoea, with a prevalence approaching 50% in some countries 
[10, 11]. The prevalence of insomnia may range from 6–10% by strict clinical defi-
nitions, to over 30% for poor or unsatisfactory sleep [12]. The direct (medical and 
industrial) and indirect (social) costs associated with these sleep disorders, and with 
other forms of poor or disrupted sleep, are very high, e.g. over $680 Billion across 
just 5 OECD nations [13]. The understanding, identification, and treatment of sleep 
disorders have seen very rapid growth over the past decade. While current treatment 
approaches to these disorders are regarded as both effective and cost effective [14, 
15], this growth still represents a very high additional cost. Due to the high global 
burden of OSA and insomnia, health-care systems will face major cost and logistic 
challenges, and must adopt more effective and efficient diagnostic and management 
strategies so that the negative health impacts can be minimized. There is a specific 
and growing need for broader public health, individual health, early intervention, 
and prevention approaches to sleep health.

Sleep is clearly not a unitary state. Instead, it has distinct dimensions including 
duration, quality, timing and regularity, each of which can have corresponding 
objective and subjective meaning. Further, sleep matters for daytime function so 
that constructs such as daytime alertness, clarity, speed, energy and satisfaction are 
also very important. This multidimensionality means that approaches to the 
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measurement of sleep by devices must also be multidimensional, or be understood 
to be constrained to one or more dimensions, in order to understand sleep meaning-
fully. Another implication is that a measure optimized for measurement along one 
dimension may not function well to measure another. Rather than asking ‘how well 
does this device measure sleep’, we might ask ‘what is it about sleep that this device 
measures’. Sleep science is a relatively new field, and the parallel rise in personal 
miniaturized sensing technology suggests a great opportunity for increased mea-
surement, and increased range and mode of measurement, to inform new under-
standing of this complex state.

Individuals are increasingly interested in their own sleep, mirroring increasing 
public interest and understanding of the role of sleep in overall health and wellbeing 
alongside nutrition and exercise. Quality of Life Technologies (QoLT) provide 
immediate feedback through smart devices that people can use in their daily life to 
assess and enhance their health and well-being [16]. Most sleep tracking devices 
appear to have achieved the fundamental aims of QoLT, for instance, in that they 
claim to enable individuals to quantify their sleep through apps or wearable devices. 
However, important questions remain. Are these devices addressing a need that can-
not be met by existing methods? Can they provide an objective and reliable assess-
ment of sleep? Are there potential pitfalls in the use of such devices? Our Chapter 
aims to cover all these questions.

 Why Are Existing Methods Not Adequate?

Sleep disorders are defined by recognized clinical criteria such as the International 
Classification of Sleep Disorders, ICSD-3 [17], the International Classification of 
Diseases, ICD-11 [18], and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, DSM-V [19]. Meeting these criteria generally requires an overnight 
sleep study using polysomnography (PSG) to confirm the clinical diagnosis of a 
specialist sleep physician (e.g. for suspected OSA), or may require careful clinical 
diagnosis by a psychologist without reference to PSG (in the case of insomnia).

Polysomnography (PSG) is regarded as the gold standard for diagnosis of spe-
cific sleep disorders (shown in Fig. 7.1). PSG objectively quantifies sleep-related 
indices from a combination of electroencephalogram (EEG, brain states), electro-
cardiogram (ECG, cardiac states), electromyogram (EMG, muscle tension), electro- 
oculogram (EOG, eye movements in sleep) and indices related to sleep disorders 
such as nasal airway pressure and flow, respiratory effort, infra-red video, sound 
recording, and blood oxygen saturation. Individuals typically spend one or more 
nights in a hospital or clinic sleep laboratory, where they are monitored throughout 
the night, although there is increasing uptake of home-based and limited channel 
studies [20].

While PSG remains the gold standard for assessment of specific sleep disorders 
and is an evolved medical technology, it has certain features that limit its use. One 
or two nights of assessment does not allow for longer-term tracking of change, and 
does not assess the habitual sleep of individuals in their natural sleep environments 
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and schedules. PSG requires extensive resources including equipment, staff, and 
software. In addition, it is not always easy for someone to undertake a sleep study 
when needed as waiting times for access can be considerable [21]. The interpreta-
tion of sleep data is another challenge. Variability in the use of established rule sets 
for visual scoring of the PSG results in unreliability in key PSG outcome indices 
(such as the Apnea-Hypopnea Index, AHI) both within individual scorers and across 
laboratories [22], even when a single rule set is adopted [23]. For this reason, auto-
mated analysis of studies using Machine Learning have been proposed as a way to 
reduce scoring variability and error. While these analytical models increase the con-
sistency of scoring, and perform well against expert visual scoring, no single model 
has achieved widespread acceptance. The promise of neural network models and 
more recent Artificial Intelligence models has been recognized [24, 25] as a way to 
increase efficiency and accuracy in sleep medicine, but also to provide a deeper 
understanding of sleep and circadian biology.

A second key method used to understand sleep is through elicitation of self- 
reported experience. This approach is required to capture the qualitative or subjec-
tive dimensions of sleep [26]. In some cases, this experience cannot be measured 
objectively (e.g. satisfaction with sleep), or is necessary to understand predictors or 
consequences of poor sleep (such as increased alcohol use, or poor work perfor-
mance). This can be done through structured ‘sleep diaries’ or time use surveys [27], 

Fig. 7.1 A polysomnography 
test (image courtesy of Prof. 
David Lovell)
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or through clinical and non-clinical rating scales and other measures. These mea-
sures can be used to complement objective measurements from PSG, or may stand-
alone for use in other settings such as epidemiological surveys.

Subjective assessment using instruments such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index [28] is seen as relatively inexpensive and quick, and for those reasons is often 
used as an initial screen for sleep diagnosis [29]. However, the use of paper-and- 
pencil measures in particular can lead to high transcription and scoring costs, sig-
nificant user effort, and simple measurement error. There is typically a requirement 
for careful development of subjective measures along sound psychometric princi-
ples, and a need for high quality normative studies (e.g. stratified by age, gender, 
socioeconomics or other factors) to inform meaningful interpretation. This work has 
been done in a number of recent initiatives, e.g. Yu et al. [30], but these measures are 
not in widespread use in sleep medicine.

A final common method for sleep and circadian rhythm measurement is actigra-
phy. This is typically in the form of a wrist-worn ‘movement watch’ based on accel-
erometry or other movement capture methods and which can be used to measure 
sleep over extended periods in a naturalistic environment including the person’s 
home, work, or other settings. Generation of these devices have been widely used in 
the past two decades for sleep assessment [31].

The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) provides a guideline to 
establish clinical practice recommendations for using actigraphy in sleep medicine. 
The purpose of using actigraphy is not to replace the gold standard of sleep measure-
ment but rather to assist in deriving helpful metrics for sleep disorder assessment and 
treatment [32]. Actigraphy devices are typically continuously worn for 24-hours a 
day for several days to months. Sleep parameters are extracted from the movement 
data via specific sleep detection algorithms [33], and other derivatives such as circa-
dian rhythm parameters and estimates of activity level can also be generated. By 
using actigraphy, clinicians are able to obtain unique information about sleep in a 
person’s natural or habitual sleep environment. This can be particularly important 
when sleep schedules are dictated by work demands (e.g. shift work), circadian 
phase shifts (e.g. international travel) or other circumstances where variation over 
time is predicted. Although actigraphy has been well studied and has been validated 
against PSG in specific populations, there are essential limitations to the concor-
dance between the two approaches. The devices used in research and clinical practice 
tend to prioritize reliability, standardization, long battery life, and capacity for re-use 
over other considerations that might be more important for consumer- grade devices.

 Methods and Tools for Objective and Quantitative Assessment 
of Daily Sleep

Consumers now have access to a number of technologies to objectively and quanti-
tatively assess their daily sleep in their home environment. Below we review mobile 
applications, wearable devices (smartwatches, rings, headbands), as well as co- 
called ‘nearables’ that are near the individual, embedded in the sleep environment 
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(e.g. in mattresses). Broadly speaking, mobile applications are more widely avail-
able to many consumers. Wearables and nearables, on the other hand, are more 
expensive; yet potentially provide a holistic view of our health and well-being along 
metrics such as daily activities, heart rate, and sleep. Wearables typically also con-
tain a wider variety of sensor technology such as Electrocardiogram (ECG), 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Photoplethysmogram (PPG), which can lead to 
more accurate data.

Mobile applications are readily available at the consumer’s fingertips. Consumers 
can manually record their sleep via sleep diaries or use mobile-embedded sensors to 
track their sleep automatically. Sleep logs and diaries allow consumers to record 
their bedtime, number of awakenings, activities before going to sleep and after 
awakening. There are two main approaches to keep track of sleep diaries: paper and 
electronic sleep diaries. Tonetti et  al. [34] suggested that both methods achieved 
similar results, whereas electronic sleep diaries provide more benefits over paper 
diaries in terms of reducing time for data entry and automatically recording the time 
when the diary is logged. Choe et al. [35] emphasized that electronic sleep diaries 
are more beneficial to individuals when the diary application is quick to use, engag-
ing, and encourages self-reflection.

Automatic sleep tracking apps require minimal or no data entry. They are easy to 
use and inexpensive for self-tracking. However, their accuracy is often neglected, 
and their sleep results are often over claimed. Most sleep apps are not clinically vali-
dated against laboratory PSG, the gold standard of sleep tracking, because PSG is 
labor intensive, expensive and difficult to access. Sleep Cycle, a popular sleep- 
tracking app, monitors a sleep-wake stage through motion or sound sensors, and 
provides a summary of sleep quality. Fino et al. [36] showed that the Sleep Cycle 
app failed to show adequate reliability when compared against PSG for sleep-wake 
detection. Despite the lack of reliability, Sleep Cycle app has continuously been 
used widely due to word of mouth (e.g. Editors’ Choice on the Apple App Store in 
October, 2020), and its potential benefits. Robbins et al. [37] report the use of Sleep 
Cycle to understand sleep duration and quality for four-year trends in general popu-
lation. The results reveal helpful information. However, there is still some concern 
about its reliability and validity of sleep outcomes. Similar to Sleep Cycle, Sleep 
Time app shows poor correlation with PSG in terms of sleep parameters (e.g., sleep 
duration and number of awakenings) and sleep-wake stages [38]. Overall, further 
studies are needed to assess applications’ utility and examine how much trust that 
we could potentially improve so that we are more confident using it.

Popular smartwatches like the Apple Watch, Samsung Gear and Fitbit become 
part of our daily living and are potentially helpful to remind us to do more exercise 
or to sleep more. Current studies [39, 40] investigate the accuracy of using the 
Apple Watch to determine sleep-wake stages and their results yielded reliable per-
formance compared with a clinical-grade device and PSG. Roomkham’s study sug-
gested that using an Apple Watch to monitor sleep-wake stages could be an add-on 
to traditional actigraphy as well as a way to study the broader population. Both 
studies have transparent methods to evaluate the reliability of smartwatches, which 
increases the confidence in using such devices or adopting their techniques for 
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tracking sleep in medicine, research, and self-tracking. There is clear potential for 
smartwatches to monitor not only sleep itself but also sleep quality [41].

Smart rings are becoming less intrusive and more attractive for consumers. Smart 
rings usually contain similar sensors to smartwatches, such as motion, heart rate, 
pulse rate, and body temperature. A recent investigation of healthy adolescents 
shows promising sleep outcomes beyond the sleep-wake stage into the whole sleep 
cycle [42]. However, the ŌURA ring used in this study employs a proprietary sleep 
algorithm to derive sleep stages, and most studies can only validate the overall sleep 
outcomes against PSG.

A variety of headbands exist that track sleep through EEG sensors around the 
head. At the time of writing, the Dreem headband is a popular choice amongst con-
sumers and researchers. The Dreem headband is able to measure brain activity 
(EEG), breathing, and movement. The results of heart rate, breathing frequency and 
respiratory rate variability are reliable which resulted in providing precision sleep 
stages and sleep parameters [43].

Nearables [44] are another type of consumer-grade device. They are placed near 
the sleep environment, e.g. under the mattress or on the bedside table. An example 
of nearables is the Beddit Sleep tracker, which measures heart rate through ballisto-
cardiography (BCG) derived from pressure sensors under the mattress. Tuominen 
et al. [45] reported that the accuracy of the sleep tracking is low and that consumers 
should be careful interpreting these results. Similar with other types of consumer- 
grade devices, total sleep time was overestimated, and wake after sleep onset under-
estimated. These results were also based on healthy participants only, and the 
reliability of such devices for users with obstructive sleep apnea, insomnia, and 
other types of sleep disorders is unclear. Another example is the DoppleSleep [46], 
a contactless sleep system that is placed next to the bed and uses radar signals to 
gather movement, heart rate, and breathing data. It performed well for sleep-wake 
classification (~90% recall), and to a lesser extent on sleep staging (~80% recall for 
REM vs. Non-REM). The S+ system by ResMed is another nearable, which relies 
on ultra-low power radiofrequency waves to monitor the user’s movements and 
breathing. Schade et al. [47] evaluated it against PSG and actigraphy and reported 
showed good sleep detection accuracy (~93%) and lower wake detection accuracy 
(69–73%), as for most devices. It is worth noting that wake detection was better 
than actigraphy (at 48%), thanks to a higher accuracy in detecting wake before 
sleep onset.

Overall, it is important that convenience does not come at the expense of the 
accuracy and usefulness of the information that can be derived from consumer- 
grade devices [49]. Recent work from Depner et al. [48] identified important met-
rics for sleep using wearable devices, and circadian metrics that may influence sleep 
(such as a level of exercise, which can be captured passively through the wearable 
devices). Tables 7.1 and 7.2 capture important metrics that are essential for valida-
tion against the gold standard.

Another crucial consideration is that when the sleep algorithm is provided by the 
device manufacturer, it is often a proprietary black box. One consequence is that 
data consistency is at the mercy of a software update over which the users often have 
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no control. This can be a problem, especially for long-term tracking. The device 
may also suddenly disappear from the market. Users, in particular in a research 
context, should favor devices that provide access to the raw data and allow the 
deployment of open algorithms, and tracking methods that have been validated for 
a broad range of users (age, healthy vs. sleep disorders, etc.).

 Benefits, Limitations, and Potential Pitfalls

There are many benefits for consumers from having relatively easy access to sleep 
data from apps, wearables and nearables. A major benefit is a better awareness of 
sleep. People often purchase devices for other purposes, e.g. to track steps, and 
sleep data comes as a bonus [50, 51]. Once people have access to sleep data, they 
are curious about what the data may tell them about themselves, and whether they 
can see any trends. Based on such data, sleep may become more of a priority because 
they become more conscious of how much sleep they actually get, as well as how 
much sleep they ought to get for a healthy night of sleep. Having an awareness of 
sleep and tracking sleep often goes hand in hand with goal setting, e.g. aiming for 
at least 7 hours of sleep. Many apps provide virtual rewards for getting enough sleep 
that can increase motivation [52]. However, the main challenge here is that (unlike 
with the number of steps walked) people cannot voluntarily control how much time 
they spend in a particular sleep stage. Another benefit is the ability to explore links 
between sleep and other quality of life data, e.g. to identify if you sleep more on 
days when you exercise [50]. Exploring such links in the data is particularly useful 

Sleep 
Duration Sleep Quality EEG Physiology Respiration

Time in bed Sleep Onset 
Latency

Sleep Staging Heart Rate
(HR)

Blood Oxygen
Levels (SPO2)

Total Sleep 
Time (TST) 
(Bed time,
wake time)

Wake After Sleep
Onset (WASO)

Sleep Spindles Heart Rate
Variability
(HRV)

Respiratory rate 
(RR) & effort

REM Latency Sleep Wave
Activity

Blood
Pressure
(BP)

Nasal Pressure

Sleep Efficiency Slow Oscillations Body
Position

Air Flow

Periodic Limb
Movement

Skin
Conductivity
(GSR)

Snoring

Apnea 
Hypopnea Index 
(AHI)

Table 7.1 Sleep. What a Wearable Should/Can Measure (Adapted from [48]). Legend: a green 
tick (✓) represents metrics a wearable can measure; an orange tilde (~) represents metrics that only 
some devices can measure; a red exclamation mark (!) indicates proprietary methods
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for people with sleep disorders and other chronic conditions, who seek to identify 
reasons for their sleep problems and other health conditions [53]. Going one step 
further, some people benefit from experimenting based on sleep and other quality of 
life data. For example, members of the Quantified Self community—a worldwide 
community of self-tracking enthusiasts—report self-experiments with sleep. These 
include experiments to improve sleep, e.g. by changing their sleep patterns, environ-
mental aspects like reducing the noise and light in their bedroom, or sleep health 
strategies such as reducing their caffeine consumption. Conversely, sleep data also 
allows for experiments on the impact of sleep on other lifestyle factors, e.g. if they 
feel more alert at work and in everyday life [54].

Studies of consumers tracking their own sleep highlight also several challenges 
and pitfalls. In collecting and organizing data, consumers face the challenge of 
working with potentially inaccurate data, e.g. because accelerometer data alone 
cannot reliably determine insights into sleep stages (without EEG data), and accel-
erometer may also inadvertently respond to the movements of partners in the same 
bed [55]. Consumer devices that contain EEG sensors potentially provide more 
accurate data, but the downside is that they are often uncomfortable to wear and 
impede sleep, and as a result are not worn for longer periods of time [56]. Consumers 
also report that they lack information on triggers (e.g. why they went to bed late) 
and contextual information (e.g. their stress and wellbeing) that may help to explain 
sleep data [54]. Even when consumers track such information through other means, 
they may not have the skills and tools to confidently relate data from different 
devices and sources to establish relationships, cause and effect [50].

The interpretation of sleep data also poses several challenges to consumers. 
People often report a lack of time to revisit and interpret data [57]. Sleep data can be 
overwhelming or even stressful when the desired outcomes do not materialize [58]. 

Behavioural Physiological Environmental (nearables )

Sleep onset time Heart Rate (HR) 24h light exposure pattern (intensity 
and wavelength)

Wake time Blood Pressure (BP) Ambient temperature (also: noise, 
humidity, air quality)

Timing of physical activity Skin Temperature 
(Temp)

Geographical location

Timing of energy intake: 
food, caffeine, alcohol

Core body temperature 
(CBT)

EMA/self-assessments of 
environmental aspects (bed partner, 
kids, pets)

Timing of supplement and 
mediation intake

Skin Conductivity 
(GSR)

EMA/self-assessments of 
physical/mental state 
aspects (pain, mood, etc.)

Table 7.2 Circadian Physiology. What a Wearable Should/Can Measure (Adapted from [48]). 
Legend: a green tick (✓) represents metrics a wearable can measure; an orange tilde (~) represents 
metrics that only some devices can measure; a red exclamation mark (!) indicates proprietary methods
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Particular information about sleep stages can be difficult to interpret, because we do 
not consciously experience sleep stages, nor is the relationship between objective 
sleep stages and subjective sleep quality clear to consumers [53]. A related chal-
lenge is that sleep data and what might objectively constitute quality sleep (e.g. 
more than 8 hours of sleep), may not relate to how consumers experience sleep or 
how refreshed they feel when they wake up [56]. There appears to be a disconnect 
between the various scientific metrics for quantifying sleep (e.g. sleep efficiency 
and sleep stages) and the way people experience and understand their sleep, which 
is more aligned with sleep duration and how satisfied or alert they feel as a result 
[59]. Unfortunately, this disconnect is not helped by the fact that most consumer 
devices are black boxes that conceal how data is collected and processed, which is 
partly a result of the complexity of sensor hardware and algorithms used [56], but 
partly also a deliberate choice of companies to protect their intellectual prop-
erty [60].

A final challenge for sleep-trackers is that seeing a problem in the data is not the 
same as finding an opportunity to change it [61]. If our fitness-tracking device tells 
us that we have not achieved our 10,000 steps goal, then we can at least in principle 
remedy this by going for an extended walk. On the other hand, if the same device 
tells us that we only get 5 hours of sleep or not enough deep sleep, then the oppor-
tunity to change this is less clear [50, 62]. We can change the sleep environment 
(e.g. block out light with curtains) and we can also improve our sleep hygiene (e.g. 
reduce the consumption of caffeinated products) to increase the chances of getting 
more sleep, but we cannot voluntarily control sleep itself [53]. Furthermore, in mak-
ing adjustments to our environment and sleep hygiene we often face external con-
straints, e.g. we may not be able to adjust the start time for school or work to better 
suit our own sleep needs, nor do we have control over autonomous conditions like 
our mood, stress, and hormone cycle [50].

To help mitigate these challenges, sleep-tracking at home is often conducted in 
collaboration with others. Family members, and especially bed partners, can play a 
vital role in supporting sleep tracking. Parents and older siblings often need to set 
up technology, interpret data, encourage healthy sleep hygiene, manage medical 
appointments, etc. [63]. Health professionals continue to play a crucial role to inter-
pret the data, ask questions to reflect on sleep, and to provide advice on what actions 
to take [64].

Coming back to our original question, we have shown that personal sleep track-
ing technologies can improve quality of life by increasing awareness of sleep, and 
by offering opportunities to explore connections with other quality of life data and 
potential sleep problems. However, we have also shown that collecting data, making 
sense of it to take action can be difficult and perhaps even overwhelming, because it 
requires expertise on sleep and tracking technology. We hope that this chapter will 
provide a useful introduction to these issues to get the most out of quantifiable sleep 
data. However, we also add a note of caution: quantification is important, but sleep 
cannot yet be reduced to a collection of measures. As we have discussed above, 
there is a mismatch between scientific sleep metrics and our subjective experience 
of sleep. Quantifying sleep also invites people to search for signs of sleep problems, 
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instead of promoting good sleep health [59]. No matter how elaborate, measures 
will always only provide a partial picture of sleep. A complete picture requires com-
plementary information from subjective assessments, a broad perspective (overall 
health, but also inputs and interactions with other Quality of Life indicators), and an 
understanding of the varying needs and concerns of different individuals over a 
life course.
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